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editorial.
What I aspired to be
And was not, comforts me."
*|ISCOURAGEMENT, while it may be
hsD one of the lesser sins and may
perhaps, at first thought, seem wholly
outside the commands of the decalogue,
is still directly or indirectly responsible for much of the wrong-doing, even
absolute law-breaking, of the world.

The young man of high aspirations,
capable of vivid imagination, looking
forward hopefully to a life of happiness
to himself and blessing to others, has
often little idea of the absolute drudgery
necessary to the accomplishment of any
worthy purpose. Full of the ultimate
object of his work, his mind often
refuses to note the seemingly unimpor-
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taut details. Building on his grand
plan, he easily neglects to lay the firm
foundation without which no structure
can stand. Then comes failure and
consequent discouragement. A second
start is far harder to make than the
first, for the enthusiasm is gone, the
best energy is fruitlessly spent, and the
result is—nothing.
Here is the critical point in every
young man's life. When the whole
being is filled with hope and enthusiasm,
the temptations of sense have no weight;
but in times of discouragement the natural tendency is downward, for every
power of resistance is ai its lowest ebb,
and the allurements once loathsome
now assume a pleasing, friendly guise
to drown sorrow and furnish a balm for
every disappointment. At such a time
complete ruin of the moral nature is
easy. It is here that Browning's words
come to our aid :
" What I aspired to '»«
And was not, comforts me."

By every endeavor, the powers of
mind and spirit grow, as do the muscles
of the physical body by exercise. If
he has not reached his goal, what
matter? Let him accept his defeat
calmly, even gratefully, if need be, and,
still keeping his ideal clearly in view,
start again. The blessings of failure,
rightly viewed, are often greater than
those of success. And continued success is impossible. To every one, even
the most successful, must come a time
of failure or at least of despondency.
This is the time for greatest effort; the
time when the strong power of the will
must force the whole man away from
discouragement, and onward by every

argument. Browning allows no discouragement. Fear paralyzes. Only
hope can incite to strenuous effort.
IN some ancient states education
consisted almost entirely in the
cultivation of the physical powers.
The reason was that the warrior or
athlete was their ideal of manhood.
To receive the laurel wreath for bravery
in battle or victory in the Olympic
games was their highest ambition.
In modern times the development of
the body has again been undertaken
as a part of education, but the object in
view is different. Except in the case of
so-called manual training, intended to
serve as a partial fitting for some useful trade, the end of physical culture
in schools is to make the body sound
and strong, less for its own sake than
as an aid, almost a necessity, to vigorous intellectual powers.
The history of the introduction of
gymnastic exercises into the colleges
of our country as a part of the regular
curriculum is too well known to need
re-statement. From small beginnings
the idea has grown until compulsory
exercise and large, splendidly equipped
gymnasiums are the rule. Yet while
educators almost unanimously agree
that all students should be required to
take part in work of this kind, some
students do not seem to enter willingly
into such an arrangement.
Except in individual cases, the wisdom of compulsory gymnastics hardly
admits of a doubt. It has been proved
time and again that a person pursuing
a course of study which requires several hours of severe mental labor
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daily, should balance this by a due
amount of exercise, and thus draw
the blood from the congested tissues of
the brain and give that organ its
needed rest. Even now the number of
young men who ruin their health by
overwork just as they appear ready to
enter upon a useful career, is too great
to justify any needless risks.
The need of exercise granted, we
inquire whether it will be obtained
without special provision.
And I
think any student will agree that the
manifold concerns of college life are
very likely, especially in the months
when out-door sports are not going on,
to take up the attention to such a
degree as to make the exercise insufficient and irregular.
A minor argument, valid at least
from a student's standpoint, is the
advantage to athletic sports. Of course
there may be some who do not enter
into base-ball, foot-ball, tennis, or field
and track sports. Hut if the standard
of physical training among the whole
body of students is high, not only will
there be less chance of some who
naturally excel in athletics failing to
discover their ability, but the best will
be stimulated to further improvement.
And the general health and strength
of participants in the games largely
determines their success.
Then, for many reasons, the habit
of presenting plausible, but not wellgrounded excuses for exemption from
gymnasium work is a tendency in the
wrong direction. We fear that a close
self-examination would in some cases
reveal the fundamental difficulty to be,
in one word, laziness. It is best to
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consider well whether it would not be
for the benefit of oneself and others
to perform the light and carefullychosen exercises required.
pE live in an age of sharp competition. He who would succeed
in winning the highest success which
it is possible for him to attain must
ever be on the watch for opportunities
which may contribute to his advancement. As we look around us and see
various groups of men undergoing like
training for the attainment of similar
results, the essential differences which
exist between individuals theoretically
on the same plane is not at once
apparent. It takes time to discover
those diversities which bring out individuality. Yet we know that there are
widely divergent degrees of attainment
by which the success of men is commonly measured.
Hut if we make a study of the predominant, underlying forces which are
at work in every life, it is possible to
forecast in many instances not only
the direction which that life may take
but how far in a given direction it is
likely to go. It is not of primary
importance that a person have wonderful talents. Some of the most talented
men whom the world has ever seen
have been practical failures because
all powers of mind were not concentrated upon some great end. In man,
as in the material world, there has
been a fearful waste of power upon that
which has brought neither to the individual himself, nor to any of his
associates, any permanent good.
No one has ever succeeded in elevat-
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ing himself and becoming a blessing
to society and to the world who has
not-acquired the power of concentration, the ability to apply his energy
toward the accomplishment of a great
result.
Yet not the greatness of
achievement but the extent to which
every faculty has been rightly expended
is the true measure of success.
How, then, shall we have and keep
this power of concentration? Doubtless it exists to some degree in every
one. But, like all the faculties, it is
capable of wonderful development.
The possession of a fixed purpose
cannot fail to arouse' those qualities
which are needful in meeting the greatest difficulties. Purpose should inspire
our endeavors. The concentration of
all powers upon some great and noble
end will make that purpose fruitful in
good results.
IT is little credit that a man gets by
disparaging his own family, so it is
a very poor indication in a student that
he speaks slightingly of the college of
which he is, or expects to be, an
alumnus. The moment a man's name
is enrolled in the catalogue of a college, his interests become identical with
the interests of the college. On the
one hand, his talents and achievements
reflect credit upon his Alma Mater;
on the other, the standing of the college—the opinion in which it is held—
measures to a large degree the opinions
of others as to his educational attainments.
Since, then, the interests of the two—
college and student—are so identical, it
does not require much of a philosopher

to see that the better relations the two
can sustain towards each other the
better for all concerned. Yet perhaps
it is a difficult matter to say just how
these best relations may be maintained
without compromise of dignity to
either party.
There are, however,
certain considerations which, if borne
in mind, will have a sure tendency to
bring about and maintain these relations which are so desirable.
First, there should be freedom of
intercourse between Faculty and students. The former should know as
far as possible the mind of the latter
as to personal and class interests, and
the latter should know the reasons in
ease their wishes should not seem to be
regarded. The College Council is a
great step in this direction and should,
if properly used, prevent such misunderstandings between Faculty and
students as have from time to time
occurred in the history of perhaps
every college.
Mutual contidence is absolutely necessary to the growth of good feeling.
If the Faculty are suspicious of the
students, that fact itself will have a
strong tendency to make the students
justify the suspicion. Students treated
like children are apt to occasionally
act in a way fitting to that estimate.
Lastly, fidelity on the part of both
students and Faculty to the interests
of each should characterize every word
and action. Whether in college or as
a graduate, personal interest, if no
other consideration, ought to induce
every man to support bis college. The
way some students, on account of a
little spleen, ignore, and even work
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against the interests of their college,
reminds us of that famous man who,
to spite his face, amputated its most
prominent feature.
His subsequent
regret, which we can easily imagine,
finds its counterpart in the feelings of
such students when they shall wake up
and find they have been working not
only against the interests of others,
but against their own.
f{OR several months past the papers
have been running over with talk
about municipal corruption, and as the
day of the spring election in many
cities and towns approaches, politicians
will watch eagerly to see what effect,
if any, the recent agitations will have
on the result. Wherever the Republicans have control of municipal affairs,
the Democrats bring charges of gross
corruptions ; wherever the Democrats
arc in power the Republicans bring the
some charges, and with equally good
reasons. The fact is that municipal
corruption is not a shadowy illusion,
but is a real thing and exists in too
many of our towns and cities. It
matters not which party turns the
crank, as long as the Devil manages
the machine. A rascal is a rascal, no
matter to which party he belongs.
Too many people forget this fact, and
will follow a man of their party, even
though they know him to be rotten in
principle and utterly unworthy of any
public ofiice.
To some, these remarks may seem
out of place in an editorial of a college magazine, but inasmuch as the
young men and young women who are
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in the colleges of our country to-day
are to form an important factor in
future political questions, for this
reason they should take a deep interest
in the subject of political corruption.
College students of to-day who are
careless of their honesty, careless of
their honor, careless of what seem to
be the small things of college life, are
in danger of becoming the leaders in
the corruption of the future. The
reformers of the future will come from
those who to-day are reformers at
heart and who guard their honor as a
thing sacred.
THE number of students in the
universities and colleges of the
United States is greater than ever
before and is constantly increasing.
Augmented facilities for intellectual
training are being offered to the ambitious youth of our country, and vast
numbers of young men and women arc
availing themselves of the eagerly
desired opportunities for mental training. This is as it should be, for such
a condition of affairs augurs well for
the future prosperity and power of
our country.
While pondering over these truths
the thought came to us,—what is to be
the life-work, what the tasks accomplished by each eager volunteer for the
battle of life? All cannot occupy
positions of influence and trust, but
all can be worthy of them.
Far too many people think that it is
a waste of valuable time to spend four
years in college, and labor under the
delusion that the system of college
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training is responsible for a failure,
when, in reality, the germ of failure
was inborn and was destined under any
condition to sprout, bud, and blossom.
On the contrary, the humblest life is
made pleasanter, more useful, and more
complete by the inspirations of a college
training.
The educated man lives,
while the uneducated person merely
exists. Hawthorne says, "There is
no spring so small but that heaven is
mirrored in its bosom," and it is certainty true that there is no life so
cramped by unfortunate circumstances,
so embittered by sorrow and disappointment, but that it may focus the

life-giving light of love, truth, and
sympathy for mankind.
Point high the arrow of ambition,
draw it to the head and put the whole
heart into the shot, remembering that
we can "learn by failing," and that
not to fail, but "to aim low is crime."
Let no one be discouraged or deterred
by the ever-increasing number of college-trained men, but rather let each
be aroused to action and stimulated to
the severest exertions; for numbers
produce competition, and competition
is the fire which frees the pure gold of
industry and perseverance from the
dross of inactivity and discouragement.

Lnt<3rary.
THE MELANCHOLY OF HAWTHORNE.
BY

R. D.

FAIKFIELD,

'96.

THE greatest of all mysteries is life,
even in its simplest form—animal
life, plant life—what is it? More mysterious still is human life, intellectual
life, and graudest and most mysterious
of all, is the life of the soul. Everywhere mystery causes unrest, questioning ; from the earliest mystery known
to the child, as with wondering eyes it
watches the play of light and shadow
on the floor, trying to catch the elusive
sunbeams, to the deepest questionings
of the philosopher in his analysis of
the lights and shadows of life, all
mystery arouses in man a spirit of
unrest, ever ready to respond to the
lightest touch. Is it melancholy, or
does it lie nearer than mirth itself to
real happiness?

Thus is Hawthorne's melancholy;
thus do his works by their mystery, more,
perhaps, than any other one quality,
excite this feeling of melancholy in his
readers; for Hawthorne, says Richardson, "goes to the depth of the soul
in his search for the basal principles
of human action." Everything that
Hawthorne has written bears upon the
growth of the soul, usually its development through sin and suffering. "The
Minister's Black Veil," one of the most
artistic of his short stories, gives, in
brief, the idea that pervades his work
as a whole: "Why do you tremble
at me alone?" cried he, turning his
veiled face round the circle of pale
spectators. "Tremble also at each
other! Have men avoided me, and
women shown no pity, aud children
screamed and fled, only for my black
veil? What, but the mystery which it
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obscurely typifies, has made this piece
of crape so awful? When the friend
shows his inmost heart to his friend;
the lover to his best beloved; when
man does not vainly shrink from the
eye of his Creator, loathsomely treasuring up the secret of his sin, then
deem me a monster for the symbol beneath which I have lived, and die ! I
look around me, and lo ! on every visage a Black Veil!"
Dealing sternly and earnestly with
life, as he does, Hawthorne does not
attempt to lift this black veil; in all
his close study of the soul, he does not
lay it bare ; he sees the limitations of
man's knowledge, and, still respecting
the mysteries, he teaches by his very
reticence. His last great work, "The
Marble Faun," is an example of this.
In "The Scarlet Letter," though the
characters are more plainly drawn, yet
still the atmosphere of mystery is preserved. With it is combined deadly
remorse, so that the scenes are said to
have been painted in purple and black ;
not unrelieved, however, for the innocence and happiness of the child supply
a ray of sunshine here and there. In
a happier vein, yet with its own sadness and mystery, is "The House of
Seven Gables," where a certain brightness enlivens the story, as do "Mistress
Alice's Posies " the dark roof of the old
house itself. Yet, dark as are these
studies of sin and sorrow, they are not
morbid or hopeless ; the idea of growth
out of suffering, of development through
remorse, is not wanting ; hence the feeling of the thoughtful reader of Hawthorne is not wholly melancholy, rather
a longing to understand life and its re-
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sults. Kenyon, in "The Marble Faun,"
gives expression to these questionings :
" He perpetrated a great crime ; and
his remorse, gnawing into his soul, has
awakened it, developing a thousand
high capabilities, moral and intellectual,
which we never should have dreamed
of asking for within the scanty compass of the Donatello whom we knew.
. . . . Sin has educated Donatello,
and elevated him. Is sin, then, which
we deem such a dreadful blackness in the
universe, is it, like sorrow, merely an
element of human education, through
which we struggle to a higher and purer
state than we could otherwise have
attained?" The horror of pure Hilda
silences her friend, but the question
remains, and therein is the melancholy.
Hawthorne's life and natural spirit
may, in part, explain this prominent
characteristic of his work. He was
always a lover of seclusion, and in his
early childhood read, with interest, the
works of Milton, Pope, Shakespeare,
and Thomson. Such literature must
have tended to cultivate in him that
seriousness of manner which characterized his whole life. Even during his
college course, when the buoyancy and
happiness of youth are usually most
clearly displayed, he was singularly
retiring in his habits, closeting himself
from the reach of his most intimate
friends. Although very often present
at social events, he never told a story
or sang a song. John Cilley, one of
his most intimate classmates, has remarked : " I love Hawthorne, I admire
him ; but I do not know him." After
his college life he returned to his home
in Salem, and there spent years of his
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strong young manhood in preparation
for his sacred profession. He was
accustomed to take long, solitary walks,
drinking in the beauties of nature, and
jotting down in his blank-book notes
remarkable for minute observation and
clear perception ; and while other novelists were searching far and wide for
types, plots, and backgrounds, Hawthorne took those amid which he had
grown up, and with which he was perfectly familiar.
In all his works the close alliance of
external things with thought and feeling
is specially noticeable. He creates for
his characters an atmosphere suited to
their moods and conditions; nature
herself seems to sympathize with them,
and clothes herself in the melancholy
robe of moss and ivy. In his introduction to "The Marble Faun," his
only work with other than a New
England background, he forcibly shows
the necessity of this connection : "No
author, without a trial, can conceive
of the difficulty of writing a romance
about a country where there is no
shadow, no antiquity, no mystery, no
picturesque and gloomy wrong, nor
anything but a commonplace prosperity,
in broad and simple daylight, as is happily the case with my dear native land.
Romance and poetry, ivy, lichens, and
wall-flowers need ruin to make them
grow.
He was observant also of men, notwithstanding his retiring nature, noting
even slight things, as is seen in his
description of the horror of laughter
out of place in "Ethan Brand." In
his accurate observation he proves himself a true realist, though he is in spirit
a great idealist.

Hawthorne's style possesses wonderful grace and charm ; "the quiet ease
is there, the pellucid language, the
haunting quality ;" while of his conception of character, R. H. Stoddard
says that his longer works are as absolute creations as "Hamlet" or "Undine."
Certain of Hawthorne's shorter stories are free from any tinge of melancholy ; the lesson of the "Great Stone
Face" is simple, cheerful, and helpful;
others, as "A Rill from the Town
Pump," reveal a peculiar humor. His
stories for children, also, while never
wholly without the questioning spirit,
are bright, healthy, and deeply true.
His own words, spoken of his life, may
be applied to his works, more and more,
perhaps, as men grow nearer in spirit
to one who came to a generation not
yet ready to receive him :—" I have no
love of secrecy and darkness. I am
glad to think that God sees through
my heart, and if any angel has power
to penetrate into it, he is welcome to
know everything that is there. Yes,
and so may every mortal who is capable of full sympathy."
FATHER CASPAR.
BY L. D. TIBBKTTS, '96.
In a monastery olden,
On whose walls of crumbling stone
Stained by Time's destroying ringers,
Gray the moss of years had grown,

Lived a monk, bald-headed, freckled,
With a wart upon his nose;
Yet he drank deep draughts of wisdom
Where the stream of Science Hows.
And they called him Father Caspar—
No one knew so much as he;
And the common people wondered
That a man so wise could be.
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Yes, he loved the realms of Science,
And he oft would stand at night,
Through blfl telescope long looking
At the stars so fair and bright.

But they recognized the features
That they oft had seen before;
'Twas old Father Caspar's spirit
Standing there beside the door.

Often he would dream of sailing
Far away beyond the skies,
Through far distant realms, whose wonders
Minds of men could not surmise.

With sepulchral voice that sounded
Like the wailing winds at night,
He explained how he had vanished
Years before this from their sight;

Wisdom was like gas to Caspar,
And it made his brain so light,
That one day he, rising upward,
Soared away from mortal sight,—

And he told how he had risen
Till he found himself, at last,
On a wild and reckless comet,
Through the heavens flying fast.

Left his telescope and writingsLeft a mug half full of beer,
While his scribes, with ashen faces,
Knelt and crossed themselves in fear;

Red-faced Mars and smiling VenusPast them all he whizxed and whirred,
Till the music of the spheres, so
Strange, sublime and sweet he heard.

And they watched him rising higher,
Growing smaller as he rose,
Till they lost him—this old wizard
With the wart upon his nose.

Still the comet bore him onward
Through the boundless realms of space,
Till its pathway, lost in distance,
Telescopes could never trace.

Time went on. The years flew swiftly,
And they waited all in vain,
Till they felt that thoy should never
Hear from that old monk again.

Whirling, flying—flying, whirling,
Far beyond the realm of light,
O'er the boundary line of darkness
Into never-ending night.

Nineteen years had come and vanished,—
Rolled the twentieth summer round,
Still no trace of their old master
Had these faithful servants found;

And he told them all the secrets
Of the planets and the stars—
Told them of strange beings living
On the pleasant planet Mars;

Till one eve as twilight shadows
Marked the closing of the day,
And the white clouds changed to golden,
And the golden turned to gray,

And he told them as he left them,
Ere he vanished at the door,
That their parting was forever,
For they ne'er would see him more.

Long they sat in meditation
Till the bright stars had begun
Their night-vigils in the heavens,
Coming slowly, one by one.

Long the scribes stood pale and trembling,
Then with nimble feet they fled;
And they left those crumbling ruins
To the spirits of the dead.

Then spake one whose locks were whitened
With the snows of many a year:
" Twenty years we've watched and waited—
Let us take a drop of beer."

Still that ancient monastery
Stands beside the river Rhone,
Covered o'er with moss and ivy—
All forsaken—all alone.

Scarce ihese solemn words were spoken
When within the darkened room
Stood a ghostly form before them,
Like a spirit from the tomb.

If you climb the crumbling stairway,
Through the cobwebs and the gloom,
Into that old monk's deserted
And forgotten private room,

Pale and trembling, in a corner
Shrank the scribes, and gazed in fear
At this ghostly, weird intruder,
Who had dared to venture here;

You will find his papers lying
As he had them years ago;
But the beer mug standeth empty,
For the old scribes left it so.
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF CRIME.
BY MISS F. A. WHEELER, '95.
IjrHIS age is essentially an age of
investigation and reform ; an age
in which men are questioning, cxamining, reconstructing. And one of the
great questions to which attention is being turned is that of crime, its causes
and its remedies.
Crime, in its broadest sense, is the
forcible negation of right. It has various causes, such as poverty, ignorance,
lack of will-power, misuse and abuse
of knowledge, false education, etc.
Hut these can all be referred to two
primary sources, heredity and environment.
Doubtless few realize the significance
of these words, although they are familiar to all. We acknowledge that in
features, actions, temperament, we resemble greatly either our immediate
or more remote ancestors, and that
these resemblances are augmented or
diminished by circumstances. We know
how largely disease is inherited ; and
why should not moral disease, or crime
as we commonly term it, be similarly
transmitted?
If we should inquire into the life and
surroundings of criminals and into the
character of their ancestors, we should
find, almost without exception, either
that they have directly inherited evil
tendencies, or have inherited no absolute moral defect, but perhaps a weak
will, or some other negative quality
which, under unfavorable surroundings,
finally issues in crime. According to
Drummond, "Heredity and Environment are the master-influences of the
organic world. These forces have made

us what we are, and are still ceaselessly
playing upon our lives."
Hegel says : "The other half of crime
is punishment, and a vital question today is, ' What shall we do with our
criminals?'"
Unfortunately, in the past, men have
studied crime. To-day they are beginDing to realize that more important is
the criminal. From this new standpoint there is much to be done in prison
reform.
In the first place, politics plays too
important a part in the government of
our prisons. An officer should not be
chosen for political reasons ; his position demands that he have the requisite
character and training. This cannot
be too emphatically stated. A good
officer, with poor advantages, can do
much ; but a poor officer, even with the
best advantages, will undo in a few
weeks the work of months and even
years.
Perhaps the greatest evil of the present system is the definite sentence. The
prisoner is confined for a certain time,
pre-dctermined by law, and is often
kept in a cold, damp, dark cell, with
little moral, mental, or physical activity,
Who would not further degenerate under such circumstances?
The first step in the rational treatment of criminals is a bracing moral
training, and the necessary condition of
this is the indefinite sentence. Let the
criminal work out his own freedom, and
be liberated only when he has shown
himself capable of living a life that
shall not be a menace to society (and
to judge this is no more difficult than
in the case of the insane), and we have
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done much toward solving the problem.
We should also have a system which
will do away with routine, and treat
every criminal as individually as we
treat persons physically diseased. These
three things—good officers, indefinite
sentence, and individual treatment, virtually cover the needed reform. They
have actually been pat into practice and
with marvelous results. They are the
foundations upon which Superintendent
Brockway has built up the Elmira Reformatory, which sends out eighty per
cent, of its inmates to lead honest lives,
One writer says: "However little
the system at Elmira may be understood, it is, nevertheless, an extremely
powerful, almost miraculous means of
working moral improvement; and the
evidence of facts shows, in an astonishing way, how men may be raised from
the lowest sphere to a good, honorable,
intellectual, and moral position."
Bat even the best of prison systems
will avail little if, behind it all, people
in general are not striving for their
own moral good and for that of mankind. Deep-seated instincts will assert
themselves and, until the moral development of the population as a whole
reaches a higher level, it will be vain
to hope that this question will be fully
solved by even the most excellent state
institutions. Therefore, it is of the
utmost importance that we, each and
all, keep ourselves pure in thought and
deed, remembering the influence we
must exert, whether we will or not,
both on posterity, through heredity,
and upon the community in which we
move, through the environment we help
to produce.
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ON THE LAKE.
BY FLORA A. MASON, '96.
IT was calm and cold. The sun had
4k just bowed a pleasant good-night,
The last vestige of the fleeting day still
lingered on the western horizon, where
the long streaks of orange and gold told
that the sun still tarried, loath to leave
us to the subtle reign of night. Faint
streaks of pink touched the western
clouds. Long, thin, white clouds had
mingled with the cold gray coming up
from the north, and formed a beautiful
combination of pearly steel. Above
and to the south a fleecy cumulus, so
white that it seemed to be the very embodiment of purity itself, here and there
sailed majestically along through the
ethereal blue. Little spots of crimson,
half visible, half concealed, appeared
from under the white. In the east the
dark, deep blue stretched everywhere,
relieved only by a stray cloudlet which
had become detached from the larger
ones in the south. The glories of day
were dissolving into the glories of
night.
A large party of young people who
were attending the academy in the town
of A
had set out for a large lake
about a mile distant. We had our
skates in our hands and were anticipat'»g » delightful evening on the ice. The
village was situated in a valley and we
had to climb a long, steep hill to reach
the lake. A winding road led over it,
but
we did not mind the exertion of
climbing for we had been studying all
day anc^ were only too glad for the exercise. When we had reached the top,
we
rested to take a view of the country
around. All nature was hushed in
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silence, only broken now and then by
the jingle of some distant sleigh-bells
and the whistle of a far-off locomotive.
I looked to the east, and as if stepping
out of a distant hill, the moon arose, a
great ball of lurid light. So magnificent did she look that hills and peaks
seemed ready to bow a sweet welcome
to her and the valleys to rise and do
her homage. The stars were beginning
to twinkle in the dome above me. Venus
was closely following the course of the
sun, as if too beautiful to deign us
a long view of her radiance, and so
quickly bade us a sweet adieu. Two days
previous there had been a slight fall of
snow and rain and the trees were bending under the weight of ice. In the
sunlight the ice on all nature sparkled
as if hung with rubies and diamonds,
and in the moonlight they shone with
no less beauty but with a softer and
more ethereal grandeur.
Of gazing upon this beautiful panorama of loveliness it seemed as if there
never could be enough. Hut a party of
young people, gay with thoughts of
skating, never could linger long even
for such a beautiful picture of nature,
nor would the frosty air permit it even
had we wished. So with blithe spirits
we left the road and crossed on the
crust to the field of ice.
The lake was about a mile long and
as nearly round as one ever finds a large
sheet of water. In the center were two
or three large islands on which were
small summer cottages. This beautiful
sheet of clear, sparkling water was
fed by numerous springs, which were
found only in certain portions of the
lake, and the water around them was

so warm that it seldom froze. The
weather had been cold for some days,
and now these open places had a slight
covering of ice but not sufficiently strong
to hold a person. Most of the young
people living in the village had skated
on the lake and knew where these airholes were.
Having put on our skates we joyously
started for the upper end of the lake.
The ice was smooth as glass, and we
skimmed along by the islands and had
been the entire length of the lake before
we were aware of it. After a few minutes' rest, during which we kept up a
very lively conversation and a few of
the best skaters, who had apparently
found it little exertion to skate a mile,
performed some feats of skill on their
skates, we started back.
The moon was peacefully sailiug
along in the sky, queen of the heavens,
now hiding behind a fleecy cloud, now
modestly, sweetly stealing forth to bestow a kindly smile. Everything seemed
one expanse of glittering silver.
Several of the young men started out
to see which would make the mile in
the shortest time. The rest of the company skated along leisurely behind, and
although laughing and chatting, the interest was centered on the coutest
ahead. Suddenly one of the racers
disappeared through the ice. In their
haste they had forgotten the thin ice
and this young man, being on the outside of the line, became the unfortunate
victim. As he fell through he clutched
the ice. It broke, and again he grasped
and again it gave way. At the third
effort the ice was strong enough to
support him. The impulse of several
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was to rush up and help him, hut
one, seeing the impending catastrophe,
shouted, "Stand back !" What was to
be done? Each looked at the other with
imploring couutenance, and as no one
suggested aid there seemed to pass over
every one a feeling of utter despair.
With no poles or ropes at hand he could
not he rescued unless some one should
go up and help him. But that certainly
would mean death to both, for the ice
was barely supporting him Some one
suggested skating to the nearest island
and obtaining a pole. But that was also
impossihle, for no one could reach the
nearest island and be back before the
young man would perish. For him to
drown with so many around was terrible.
Something must be done immediately
if at all, for already, from cold and exhaustion, he had once lost his hold and
almost sunk from sight. The rest
shouted to him to keep up his courage,
but that would encourage him only for
a very short time, for he certainly could
not stand it much longer. Some had
already turned away to avoid the awful
sight of seeing him drown. Suddenly
one of the young men pulled off his
coat, at the same time exclaiming,
" Boys, give me your coats and skate
straps." No time was lost; the speaker,
with the aid of some of the others,
fastened the sleeve of one coat to that
of another hy means of a strap, the
second coat to the third, and so on until a long line of coats was made. He
kept one end and at the same time the
other end was thrown to the drowning
boy. He caught it. With hated breath
we waited the result. We knew he was
chilled and almost exhausted. Could
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he retain his uncertain hold? If he
lost his grasp nothing could be done.
The hoys pulled slowly and he still kept
his hold on the coat. One more steady
pull and he was out of the water and
was drawn upon the solid ice. We
breathed a breath of joy. Shout upon
shout of gladness and thanksgiving
went up and resounded to the shores
and hills. But the work was not yet
accomplished. There we were near the
upper end of the lake at least a mile
and a half from the young man's home,
and some distance to any house after
reaching the nearest shore, and the
unfortunate victim of the water chilled
through and through. He wished to
get home ; so several of the young men
started with him. Having recovered
slightly from tin? shock his strength returned a little, so that with the aid of the
others he skated to the lower end of
the lake, and with difliculty was taken
home. Excellent care for several days
brought our schoolmate hack to his
usual health and his customary work
at the academy.
Those of us who were left on the ice
after the event, hastily made our way to
the lower end of the lake. Such a long,
long distance as it seemed down the
lake, so different from the careless, joyous trip we had going up. Now with
every stroke it seemed as if the entire
lake cracked, ready to open and let the
whole company through; so terrible
was the shock which the catastrophe
had given to many. Finally, after what
seemed like hours of torture, we reached
the shore, never more welcome than
now, and removing our skates, gladly
and thankfully stepped on terrafirma
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to pursue the rest of our journey. The
moon still sailed calmly through the
heavens, the stars twinkled and the ice

on the trees sparkled, but after all our
experience the beauties of nature had
lost their charm.

Posts7 Sornsr.
MOSS ROSES.
Love comes by aweary,
A-shivering in the rain;
Where shall Love find shelter
Till sunshine comes again ?
Golden-hearted Rosebud
Spreads her petals wide;
Shyly bends to meet him,
Blushing, dewy-eyed.
" Here, Love, find a shelter
Where mayst safely creep! "
Close she folds her petals;
Love is fast asleep.
Soon the morning hreaketh,
Sunshine comes again;
Rosebud opes her petals,
Closed against the rain.
Love awakes from dreaming,
Warm-nestled on her breast;
Ne'er in all his straying
Found he sweeter nest.
" Rose, what shall I give thee
Ere I take my flight,
So thou mayst remember
What guest was thine a night?"
Love plucked a tiny feather
From either shining wing,
And wove of them a cradle
Wherein the Rose might swing.
He dyed it brightest emerald,
He lined it soft and warm,
A hammock for the sunshine,
A shelter for the storm.
So, lovelier than her sisters
The fair moss-rosebud grows,
And maidenly she guardeth
The secret no one knows;
But when the rains are falling,
And night-winds round her creep,
She dreams Love sways the hammock,
And rocks her fast asleep.
—N. G. B., "Jl.

A DREAM.
All stained fell the sunset light
Far down the aisle of prayer,
And the grand music in its might
Rolled from the organ there.
But now the stainOd light grows dim,
And fainter sounds the vesper hymn.
As one by one, in garments dark,
A long, long line of stately forms,
With faces stamped by sorrow's mark,
Yet saintly 'mid life's wrongs,
Glide softly through the golden glow
As others in the long ago.
And each one bore within her hand
A lily as pure and as white
As the snow that falls on the forest land
In the silence of winter's night.
A token it seemed of a stainless soul
That had sought and found life's perfect
whole.
On to the place where prayer ascends
For suffering souls in need,
While a heavenly glow in beauty blends
With the twilight tints of eve,
And strains of music deep and grand
Float from the unknown, silent land.
—N. G. W., '95.
THE MOUNTAIN BREEZE AND THE
OCEAN BREEZE.
" Happy am I," said the breeze of the mountain,
As it saluted the breeze of the sea;
" Happy am I, o'er the mountains I whisper,
Whistling as gay as the birds in my glee."
" Noble old mountains, like arms they encircle
Sweet benedictions they seem to let fall,
Showering their blessings on those in the
valley,
Guarding, protecting, and caring for all.
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"Glorious old mountains, they tell of God's
glory,
Small seems the earth, oh, my life is so free,
Happy am I, the breeze of the mountain,
Are you so happy, sweet breeze of the sea? "
Sweetly this answer the ocean breeze whispered :
" Happy, oh, perfectly happy am I.
Though no grand mountains I have to inspire me,
Above and around me I see the blue sky."
" Earth seems so great to me, breeze of the
mountain
Stretching far out, out away from my sight;
Then the old ocean forever inspires me.
Happy am I, oh, my life is so bright.

-
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Mountains and oceans all tell of His greatness,
Heaven and earth join His love to proclaim.
Praise Him, ye nations, ye angels adore Him,
Infinite greatness and love is His name.
—W. T., '<J7.
EVENING SONG.
[From the German.]
Evening now returning,
Falls on plain and fen.
Peace, all tumult spurning,
Soothes the world again,
Save where softly-flowing
Waters kiss the rock,
Ever, ever going,
Silence feels no shock.

" Heaven, like a tent, seems to guard and protect me,
Ocean around me, and heaven above.
Happy am I, in a tent of God's mercy,
Guarded by heaven and filled with His love."

And no twilight ever
Brings the brooklet peace;
Vesper bell can never
Sound for it release.

Sweetly then whispered the breezes togetber:
" Happiness fills us wherever we live.
God gives His life to us freely, abundantly,
This life we love to His creatures to give."

So in world of striving
Is my soul as you.
God alone, by shriving,
Brings it peace that's true.
—W. S. C. B., '1)5.

GOIIGCJG DGWS
LOCALS.
He asked a miss what was a kiss
Grammatically defined;
" It's a conjunction, sir," she said,
" And hence can't be declined."
— Yale Record.

Did you get any valentines?
The pedagogues are returning.
These blizzards are hard for the
co-eds who try to attend the early recitations.
Many of the boys attended the sessions of the Supreme Court, recently
held in Auburn.
Miss Wildie Thayer, formerly of '9G,
has returned and will continue her
studies with '97.

arjcd Iritsrssts.
Rev. T. H. Stacy, '76, of Saco, will
preach the sermon on the Day of
Prayer, February 21st.
In spite of the absence of a large
number of members, both societies
have had good meetings and spicy
debates.
C. C. Pen ley has joined the Freshman Class. He is a graduate of the
Edward Little High School and is a
base-ball player.
Milliken, '!»7, has charge of the
gymnasium work of his class this term.
Burrill, the regular instructor, is teaching his second term for the winter at
West Sullivan.
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Among the recent visitors to the
college have been W. F. Garcelon, '90,
of Harvard Law School; Dr. F. L.
Day, '90, of Bridgeport, Conn. ; and
L. J. Brackett, '94, of the Turf, Farm,
and Home.
The library has received an addition
of twenty volumes of scientific books
for the chemical department. They
were presented by the Alumni Association, and are at present in the care
of County Attorney Judkins, '80,
chairman of the committee of purchase.
The following question has been
chosen by the champion debaters of
the Sophomore Class for Commencement week : " Did Bismarck do more for
German unity than Cavour for Italian?" On the affirmative are Durkee,
Marr, Miss Andrews, MissCobb; negative, Stanley, Milliken, Miss Sleeper,
Miss Buzzell.
Professor (who is asking members
of the class their opinion on a certain
question)—" What do you think, Miss
B?" Miss B. — "I don't know."
Prof.—" I guess you must have been
asleep when we were discussing the
question. What do you think, Mr.
K. ?" Mr. K. (confidently and emphatically)—"I should think so."
A number of the students attended
a supper and entertainment at the Main
Street Free Baptist Church, Jauuary
31st. An old-fashioned singin' skule
was the feature. Several of our singers
were pupils and one of the boys represented Julius Ca'sar, the colored man,
while another seemed to be in his element as Jefferson Jones, the bad boy.
Dr. and Mrs. Cheney are enjoying

a three-weeks' visit at the National
Capital, where Mrs. Cheney is attending the Triennial Council of Women,
at which the leading women of the
country are expected to be present,
since it represents all the prominent
organizations of women in the United
States.
Mrs. Cheney will deliver
an address on "Practical Christian
Living."
Class in history are to write biographical sketches. The subjects have
been assigned to only a part of the
class, and the Prof, turns to the young
ladies and delivers himself thus: "If
any of the young ladies want a man
let them come to me and I will supply
them." The sequel has not yet come
to light, but readers may rest assured
that any developments will be made
a special feature of the STUDENT.
A delightful Holmes evening was
spent at the residence of Professor
Angell, February 8th. The Professors
and their wives, with a few others,
were the guests of the occasion. After
a social chat, Professor Hartshorn gave
a most interesting talk on Dr. Holmes.
Professor Lincoln followed with some
pleasing reminiscences. The remainder
of the evening was occupied with music
and selections from the writings of Dr.
Holmes.
Over twenty candidates for the baseball team began practice in the cage
February 4th, under the direction of
Captain Wakefield. They include all
but two of the '94 nine and some very
promising new material. The college
league managers have not met to prepare a schedule. Games have been
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arranged out of the state with the
University of Vermont, Dartmouth,
Andover, and Exeter. The outlook is
most encouraging and, barring accident, we think it is a legitimate ambition to be champions of the state and
win a good percentage of other games.
Two very instructive lectures were
given before the students and public
on the evening of February Gth and
7th, in the Main Street Free Baptist
Church, by Rev. H. F. Wood, of Bath,
Class of '07. His subject was Italy,
and the lectures were illustrated by
stereopticon views of the places seen
by Mr. Wood in his last visit to that
country.
Starting with the buried
city of Pompeii, the speaker conducted
his audience through Rome, Florence,
Venice, Milan, Genoa, and other celebrated places.
The lectures were
largely attended by the students, who
were much interested and gained a
great deal of information.
The assignment of disputants and
questions for the Sophomore debates
next fall is as follows : First Division.—
Question—Has England been as Great
a Power in Modern Times as Rome
was in Ancient Times ? Aff.—Costello,
J. L. Bennett, Miss Morrison, Tukey,
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Miss Berry, Toothaker. Neg.—Bailey,
Frost, Miss Smith, Woodside, Miss
Leader. Second Division.—Question—
Is the English Government Superior in
Form and Operation to the Government of the United States? Aff.—
Miss Hastings, Miss Weymouth, Gray,
Miss Perkins, Pearson, Sprague. Neg.
—Foss, Miss Maxim, Wakefield, Miss
J. S. Farnum, Minard, Roberts. Third
Division. — Question — Was Papacy,
During the Middle Ages, a Beneficent
Power in European Affairs? Aff.—
Stickney, Wells, True, Miss Hicks,
Miss Jennison, Butter field, Freeman.
Neg.—Miss Tasker, Miss A. M. Brackett, Cuinmings, Miss Garcelou, Miss
F. S. Farnum, Young. Fourth Division.— Question—Ought the United
States to Acquire More Territory by
Purchase or Otherwise ? Aff.—Davidson, Miss Files, A. L. Bennett, Miss
Skillings, Miss Bucknani, Rogers.
Neg. — Knowlton, Miss Hall, Miss
Hayes, Hawkins, Pulsifer, Cutting.
Fifth Division.—Question—Is Napoleon a Greater Historical Character
than Hannibal? Aff.—Tucker, Bruce,
Wentworth, Landman, Collins. Neg.
—Miss Rounds, Hinkley, Blake, Hyde,
Miss S. M. Brackett, Brackett.

/rlurrini DsparliT|<3nt_
[Ths alumni are respectfully requested to send to these columns Communications, Personals,
anil everything of interest concerning the college and its graduates.]

PERSONALS.
67.—During the winter vacation,
Prof. J. H. Rand spent some time in
Boston and New York, and visited
Amherst, Williams, and West Point.

'67.—Rev. H. F. Wood, of Bath,
delivered two very interesting illustrated lectures on Italy in the Main
Street Free Baptist Church, Lewiston,
February 6th and 7th. Mr. Wood
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expects to sail again for Italy some ability, and the evidence introduced
time during the month of February.
upon his side was regarded by many
'68.—The Boston address of Presi- as not especially strong.
His plea,
dent Chase is No. 4, Ashburton Place. which occupied about two hours, was
'74.—Mayor Nohle, of Levviston, characterized by energy, eloquence,
made the closing speech before the and convincing argument. During the
Maine Legislature against the bill set- term just closed Mr. Judkins has
ting off a portion of the city of Lewis- brought more money into the treasury
ton, comprised in the village of Sabatis, than any other county attorney during
to the town of Webster.
his corresponding first term.
'74.—The Essex Street Church, of
'81.—C. S. Cook, Esq., of the law
Bangor, observed the first anniversary firm of Symonds, Snow & Cook, was
of " the jubilee," Friday evening, Jan- one of the counsel for Dr. J. B. Hughes
uary 18th. One year ago this date a in the recent murder trial before the
grand jubilee was held, celebrating the Cumberland Superior Court at Portland.
removal of debt, at which service a
'81.—H. E. Coolidge, Esq., of Lischurch note was burned with appropri- bon Falls, was in Auburn on legal
ate ceremonies. On the occasion of the business during the last term of court.
anniversary of this event, the pastor,
'81.—C. S. Haskell, A.M.. of Jersey
Rev. C. S. Frost, gave an address on City, N. J., is organizing another of his
" Church Debts, How to Remove and delightful vacation tours to Europe. The
Prevent Them."—Morning Star.
excursion will start next summer. Ad'74.—Rev.Thomas Spooner, of Law- dress him at 133 Clerk Street, .Jersey
rence, Mass., has an interesting article City, N. .J.
in the Morning Star on ''The Junior
'81.—W. 1'. Foster has a sonnet in
Societies." A picture of Mr. Spooner the January number of the Century.
accompanies the article.
'81.—The new Congregational church
'77.—Superintendent 0. A. Stuart, at Norway, of which Rev. B. S. Hideof Levviston, attended the recent con- out is pastor, will be dedicated in
vention of superintendents of schools about four weeks.
The pews have
at Cleveland, Ohio.
arrived and the painters are busy com'80.—W. H. Judkins, Esq., of Lew- pleting the inside work, and all will be
iston, the newly-elected county attorney, finished in a short time. Prominent
is acquiring a considerable reputation ministers are expected to be present
by his skill in the management of diffi- and take part in the services. The
cult cases. The Clark-Decker case, church is a very fine structure and is
tried at the January term of the located in one of the best places in the
Supreme Court, held in Auburn, has village.
made quite a stir in the community.
'84.—Rev. Aaron Beede, of Red field
Mr. Judkins, as counsel for plaintiff, College, is making his influence felt in
secured a verdict of guilty, although the work to which he has devoted himhe was opposed by lawyers of great self in the rapidly-developing State of
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South Dakota.
He contributes an
article entitled " Success or Failure,
Which and Why," to the Journal Observer, from which we clip the following
item : "It will be of interest to the
people of Redfield and the friends
of Redfield College to know of the high
appreciation in which Dean Beede is
held by people abroad. Last week
he received a most flattering proposition from the Lake Avenue Union
Church, of Chicago, to become pastor
of that non-denominatioual organization. This church pays a salary of
between $2,500 and $3,000. To say
that Professor Beede does not give
this offer a second thought is but a
fitting commentary on a life which is
consecrated to the needs of the young
people of this great Northwest. May
he stay in Redfield College to see a
great institution built up and sending
forth yearly from her crowded halls
thoroughly trained young people." Dr.
Beede has since declined a second
urgent call to the same church at a
salary of $3,000.
'8;').—Kev. Edwin B. Stiles has a
short sketch in the Morning Star on
"The Young Poople's Societies and
the Church."
'85.—Mrs. E. B. Stiles will have a
series of articles in the Morning Star on
"The Use of Missionary Literature."
'86.—A. E.Verrill, Esq., has recently
been installed as Junior Warden of
Tranquil Lodge of Masons, Auburn,
Me.
'87.—Rev. C. S. Pendleton,of South
Edmeston, N. Y., president of the
United Societies of A. C. F., has an
article in the Morning Star of February
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7th, on "The Work of the United
Societies." An excellent likeness of
Mr. Pendleton appears at the head of
the article.
'87.—Accompanying a portrait of
Rev. E. C. Hayes, of Augusta, Me.,
in the Morning Star of February 7th,
we notice an article by him entitled
"The A. F. C. E. Societies and Other
Free Baptist Organizations."
'88.—W. F. Tibbetts, A.M., Professor of Latin at Hillsdale College,
Hillsdale, Mich., has a very interesting
article in the Hillsdale Collegian, entitled " Should the Tendency to Introduce a Large Amouut of English into
College Work be Encouraged ?'' The
paper was read before the meeting of
the State Teachers' Association at
Lansing, Mich.
'8'.).—W. E. Kinney, A.B., is principal of the high school at North Berwick, Me.
"JO.—Herbert V. Neal, of Auburn,
is meeting with great success in his
specialty of Sociology at Harvard
University.
'-.)0._Dr. F. L. Day, M.D., has
developed a fine practice in Bridgeport, Conn.
He has recently been
elected city physician, while still retaining his position in the hospital.
'00.—F. S. Pierce has gone into
business at New Brunswick, N. J.
'HO.—Miss Mary F. Angell read a
very interesting paper on "Japanese
Ware," before the Literary Union at
the Pine Street Congregational Church,
Lewiston, February 7th.
'91.—Professor II. J. Chase is meeting with excellent success in his work
at the Cambridge Latin School.
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'91.—F. K. Kin rich, Jr., lias recently
accepted the principalship of the Saugus
(Mass.) High School.
'91.—Miss A. A. Beal has returned
to her home at Lewiston, Me.
'92.—R. A. Small, of Harvard Graduate School, is somewhat ill and is
recuperating at his home in Lewiston.
'92.—N. W. Howard is one of twelve
from Harvard Law School entitled by
scholarship to write for Harvard Commencement to represent the Law School.
'92.—Scott Wilson, who is now
studying law at the office of Symonds,
Snow & Cook, Portland, expects soon
to be admitted to the bar.
".(2.—The students of Dexter High
School, of which C. N. Blanchard is
principal, gave a benefit to the Senior
Class at the Town Hall, Thursday
evening, February 7th. There was a
large and appreciative audience! and
all the parts were ably rendered.
'94.— J. W. Leathers, of Bangor,
Me., has a most interesting article in
the Leiviston Journal of February 9th,
on " Ancient Indian Inscriptions at
Machiasport."
'94.—F. E. Perkins has lately entered Howdoin Medical School.
Bates is represented in the University Club of Boston by the following
members: E. M. Holden, '84, W. W.
Jenness, '85, George E. Smith, '715,
F. L. Washburn, "75.
Noah was the first pitcher.
He
pitched the ark within and without,
and the game was called on account
of rain.—Ex.

OBITUARY.
" Rest in peace, thou gentle spirit,
Throned above;
Souls like thine with God inherit
Life and love!"

RUSSELL COLLAR passed
Jl^ away, after a short and painful
illness, at her home in Norfolk, Conn.,
December 13, 1894. Having greatly
endeared herself to all, her loss is
felt by the entire community. She
was born in Wilton, Me., March 4,
1867, where her early life was spent;
graduating later from Wilton Academy
as valedictorian of her class. At the
age of sixteen she entered Bates College, in the fall of 1883. She was a
close student, always putting her best
energies into her studies, which she
thoroughly enjoyed. Here she made
firm friendships among her classmates,
who appreciated her strong character,
bright mind, and true womanhood.
Though always quiet and reticent she
was firm in her opinions, and her influence, unmistakably for the right, never
failed to leave its impress upon those
about her. And one, who knew her
best, looks back with tender remembrances to the happy hours spent with
her in pleasant companionship and
careful study, when friendship deepened into admiration and love. Her
faithful work was always a source of
gratification to her teachers. In June,
1887, she graduated with one of the
highest honors of her class.
In the
following September she accepted a
position in the Robbins School at Norfolk, Conn. The next year she was
assistant in Wilton Academy, at her
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old home. She taught here for a little
over a year.
On the 4th of March, 1*90, she was
married to Walter W. Collar, of Norfolk, Conn., where she passed the
remainder of her life. Entering now
upon a broader career, she was one of
the leaders, not only of literary, but of
religious work in her new home. From
early childhood her life exemplified her
purely Christian character, and gave
constant proof of her faithfulness in
the performance of all religious duties.
She took an active interest in the Congregational church, of which she was
a member. She was teacher of a class
of young ladies, a member of the
Young People's Society of Christian

Endeavor and of the Young Ladies'
Mission Hand. She was also a " King's
Daughter," and a member of the
Woman's Christian Temperance Union.
Notwithstanding her active interest in
all these different directions, her home
and her husband were the special
objects of her loving care.
In her
early death her husband mourns the
loss of a devoted wife ; her father and
mother a cherished daughter, and her
classmates a sincere friend. Truly
Byron says, " Heaven gives its favorites, early death."
NANNIE LITTLE BONNET.

Denver, Col.

GoIIsQs SxahanQGs.
S we sat the other evening with a
pile of magazines in our lap and
watched the blue wreaths of smoke curl
up from the stove, when the wind
blew in the wrong direction, the
thought occurred to us that too much
of the literary work of college men is
mere smoke. There is a tendency
sometimes, when we have an essay or
other literary productions to write, to
rake over the ashes in which the burning thoughts of past authors lie buried,
and, blinded by the smoke that we
raise, we imagine our thoughts to be
original. This is exemplified in several of our exchanges. We have also
noticed other things which we do not
quite like, such as the too frequent use
of slang in some college papers, the

small amount of real literary matter in
many of them, etc.
But it is more pleasant to speak of
the good things which we find than to
hunt for defects.
A critic is coldblooded who will find fault for the
mere sake of finding fault, without
the hope of doing good.
We were very much pleased to
receive a copy of the American School
and College Journal, published at St.
Louis. It is an excellent paper in
every respect.
Among the magazines which we like
best (fcre the Brown Magazine and
Nassau Lit: In taking up the Brown
Magazine we always feel that we shall
find something well worth reading.
This month the author of "Through
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Great Britain on a Wheel," takes the
reader through places made famous by
Wordsworth and Hums.
The Nassau Lit. lias its usual variety
of good things.
From down in Nashville, Tenn..
comes the Vandcrbilt Observer. In the
January number we were specially
interested in "Some Famous Bird
Songs."
An amusing parody, entitled " Hiawatha to the Northward," appears in
the University Herald, published at
Syracuse. It descrihes a recent trip
of the Glee Club to Canada. The
following lines show the condition of
the members on the return home :
Home they came and slept and slumbered,
Slept and dozed and dreamed of wampum,
Dreamed of oysters, dudes, and eneores,
Dreamed and sang, " God save Victoria,"
Slept, and woke and kept on sleeping,
Slept through bells and chimes and 'larin
clocks,
Till they slept their " cuts" all out,
Then they woke and staggered " hillward,"
In their ears still ringing, " encore,"
" Encore, encore, encore, encore."

The Polytechnic and IF. P. I. contain many articles of interest to any
one who likes science.
In the Bowdoin Orient for January
28d there is a poem by Isaac McLellan,
one of the old "Bowdoin Poets," and
the only surviving member of the
class of '26.
The following clippings show what
some of the college poets are thinking
about:
COBWEBS.

A glint of the gold of the rising sun,
And the silver mists of the night
Make the warp and the woof of the webs that
gleam
O'er the face of earth, when she wakes from
her dream,
At the touch of the morning light.

A treasure of gold in a daring heart,
And the silver light of truth,
And sweet ambitions and day-dreams fair
Make a world of cobwebs, light as air,
In the fairyland of youth.
But a ruthless wind must shiver and break
The fairy webs of the dawn,
And the scorching rays of life's noon-tide sun
Must shatter my day-dreams one by one
Till my cobweb world is gone.

—Brown Magazine.
ItinE.
Ever and ever to ride through a night in June,
Brown hair kissing my cheek, song, and the
crescent moon
Pale above the hedge where the briar blossoms swoon.
THK

What can the gods grant more, if she be by my
side,
The river murmur borne from the trees where
its ripples hide
For a long, long eve thro' the breath of pine
and brier to ride.
The touch of her hand on mine as the hoofbeats fall and fall;
The odor of new-mown hay from the fields
where the crickets call;
Moonlight perfume and song, a loved one near,
that is all,
And the witching glow in her star-lit eyes
hath made me forever thrall.
—Cornell Magazine.
THE ARTFUL POET.

Space, space, space,
And verses are short and few,
And the printer-man screaming for " copy,"
And what is a fellow to do?
I have ground out lines and lines
And lines and lines encore,
And still from the depths of the sanctum
The printer-man calls for more.
I will sing of my woes in rhyme,
I will tell of my direful plight,
And that will make up the number
Of lines that I've got to write.
—University Herald.
LIFE'S TRIO.

When youth sheds its happiness broadcast
And echoes of mirtbfulness ring,
"Pis the light, tuneful air of the ballad,
And the plaintive love-song that we sing.
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When in manhood's proud strength so exultant,
At the sound of the drum and the fife,
'Tis the tempo of martial music
That stirs us to newness of life.

Though I smiled as we two stood there;
For I saw and guessed,
In my dreading quest
The part of the solitaire.

And when age o'er our heads fast is creeping
And we're waiting the dark angel's tread,
'Tis the hymns of the saints, feebly chanted,
That prelude the dirge of the dead.

Anil I see my face as it is, Lisette,
In the light of the chandelier,
With the prints of time,
And the whit'ning rime
And the grave and sturdy air.
All! I forget,
You're lost, Lisette,
And I'm a solitaire
—Mattie A. Hallum, in Peabody Record.

—T. W, F., in Brunonian.
THE SOLITAIRE.

I see again your fact!, Lisette,
In the light of the chandelier,
Your smiling lips,
And your finger tips
On the jasmine you chose to wear,
And the sudden gleam,
Bewildering beam
Of your treasured solitaire.

•
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I see your face, I can't forget
In a third heart's lone despair,
The words unsaid
And the SVeet hope dead,

In closing we give the following
words of advice from the Brown Magazine :
Fresh men and Sophomores, Juniors and
Seniors, as college students and as men, we
must pull our hands out of the pockets of our
past, lay hold of the present, and hammer the
now into links that shall hook to-day with
yesterday and hind it with to-morrow for an
uninourned eternity.

GoIIsQs DotGs.
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The Dante Prize of one hundred dollars at Harvard College is offered for
the best essay on one of the following
subjects: 1.—Dante's influence upon
Spanish literature during the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries. 2.—A critical study of the lyrical poems attributed
to Dante, but not included in the Vita
Nuova and the Couvito. 3.—The influence of mediaeval conceptions upon
Dante's estimate of the ancient authors.
The competition is open to students
and graduates of not more than three
years' standing of any college in the
United States. Essays must be deposited with the Dean of Harvard College
on or before May 1, 1895.
The Harvard 'varsity crew has

changed its system of training considerably this year.
In place of the
customary runs, long walks of eight
to ten miles are taken every afternoon.
Over 20,000 students
graduated from Harvard.

have been

The running expenses of Harvard
for a year are nearly $1,000,000.
There are 431,650 volumes in the
thirty-two libraries at Harvard.
Cornell has added the Russian language to the curriculum.
A Greek newspaper is published at
Cornell by the Modern Greek class.
Final examinations have been abolished at Cornell and a student's rank is
determined by daily recitations.
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The Occident, of the University of
California, lias twenty-four students on
its editorial staff.
. An annual prize of SCO is to be
given to the member of the Athletic
Association at Dartmouth who stands
highest in his studies.
There are about 12,000 students in
the scientific schools of this country.
The Hebrew, Arabic, Assyrian,
Egyptian, and Phoenician languages
may be studied at the University of
Chicago.

For fifty years no smoker has graduated from Harvard with the honors of
his class.
The following is current in recent
college journals : Purdue has 473 secret
societies, all of which are in a flourishing condition.
The Faculty of Boston University
has voted to allow work on the college
paper to count as work in the regular
course.
More than 4,000 American college
men are now preparing for the ministry.

R6ui6ws of D@w I^oofc
No entertainment is so cheap as reading,
nor any pleasure so lasting.
—Lady Mary WoHley Montagu.
Talk at a Country House.

f?ULL of charm of thought and style
' is "Talk at a Country House," by
Sir Edward Strachey. History, poetry,
philosophy, ethics, and legendery lore
are among the subjects discussed by
the genial squire and his guest, who
reports the conversations. The bits of
description interspersed, of the old hall,
the portraits, the squire and his children
and grandchildren, remind one of Addison [ but the talk itself, ranging from
Persian poetry to a modern election
and its excitements, from legends of
Arthur and his knights to a wedding
in the country church, embracing old
Assyrian inscriptions and modern English poetry, the Bible and the Hebrew
language, modern French literature,
dissertations on love and marriage and
on political honor, in its freedom and

scope would have astonished the genial
"Spectator." The old squire at the
beginnin": declares himself fond of the
"by-ways of history," and he often
opens up to us most pleasing by-ways.
He looks with a clear, far-seeing eye
at modern questions, while he dwells
lovingly on the old legends, dear to him
from long association. (Iloughton,
Mifllin & Co., Boston.)
Introduction to English Prose Fiction.
" Introduction to English Prose Fiction," by W. E. Simonds, Ph.D., English Professor at Knox College, is
dedicated to the memory of his former
teacher, Bernard Ten Brink. He gives
as an historical basis for his study of
fiction proper, an analysis of the earliest
English story-telling, the songs of the
Gleemen, the story of Beowulf, the tale
of Kino- Horn, the later tales and ballads, the "Canterbury Tales" and
Chaucer's romance, " Troilus and Cris-
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eyde." The influence of the literature
of other European countries is also
noticed. The romance at the court of
Elizabeth, the work of Banyan and
Defoe, Swift and Addisou, the two
former as simple story-tellers and Addisou as the creator of "a character so
strongly individualized, so amiable in
its attributes, that it has lived from
that day to ours, one of the best beloved
in English fiction,"—complete the preliminary stage leading up to Richardson and Fielding. The progress of the
novel from that time till to-day is rapidly sketched, the study of realism
being of special interest. As a brief
study of an inexhaustible subject this
book deserves every recommendation.
The study is followed by examples of
earlier fiction, including specimens not
accessible to the general student. (1). C.
Heath, Boston.)
Childhood in Literature and Art.

i

"Childhood in Literature and Art"
was a few years ago recommended by
an earnest teacher of literature to his
class, as a fruitful subject for original
research. A new book bearing that
title, by Horace E. Scudder, therefore,
at once attracts attention as a pioneer
in a new field. Mr. Scudder has found
plenty of material, and has produced
from it a most interesting work. Beginning with Greek and Roman literature, he cites the scanty references to
children in Homer and the dramatists,
Virgil, Juvenal, and Lucretius. Early
Hebrew literature next claims attention ; then the time of the early Christian church. With the coming of Christ
and his teachings children came into
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more general notice, but it was not
until much later that they filled any
prominent place. The author marks
three periods of history that have their
tokens in some specific regard of childhood. "The first was the genesis of
the Christian church ; the second was
the Renaissance ; the third had its great
sign in the French Revolution." English, French, German, and American
literature, each receives separate notice. The progress of childhood in art
is also traced, the various studies of the
Madonna and Child being of first importance. The book is full of thought
and is most pleasantly written. (Houghton, Mifflin & Co.)
The Aim of Life.
"The Aim of Life," by Philip Stafford
Moxom, is a volume of addresses delivered to young men and women, in
Cleveland and Boston, and published as
they were spoken, thus carrying the
freshness and ease of style of a familiar
talk into each lecture. The addresses
are thirteen in number and deal with
such practical topics as "Character,"
"Habit," "Temperance," "Debt,"
"Education," "Saving Time," "The
Ethics of Amusement," "Companionship." An idea of the tone of thought
will perhaps be best gained by a few
quotations: "Aristocracy is the possession and exercise of power by the
best." "Temperance relates not primarily to the thing which a man does,
but to the man." "Get rid of the
notion, if you have it, that education
is identical with knowledge of books.
Books—good books—are of immense
value; they are important means of
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education. But education is the unfolding of our entire nature—of mind,
heart, conscience, and will into strength,
efficiency, and beauty." Such books
are important factors in the development of character. (Roberts Bros.,
Boston.)
Citizenship.

"Citizenship," by Julius H. Seelye
of Amhcrst, is a compact, useful little
hand-book, dealing in a clear and concise way with the fundamental principles of government and of national
and international law. The author well
exemplifies his own idea of a text-book
when he says : "A good text-book does
not aim to be an exhaustive treatise.
It draws its theme in outline. It suggests as well as expresses. It stimulates inquiry." (Ginn & Co., Boston.)
Doktor Luther.
For students of German, Frank P.
Goodrich of Williams College has edited
Gustav Freytag's "Doktor Luther,"
recommended by Egclhoaf, a prominent historian of the Reformation, as
one of the best hrief accounts of

Luther's life and work which we have.
Professor Goodrich has furnished an
introduction, helpful notes, and a chronology of Luther's life. (Ginn & Co.,
Boston.)
Difficult Modern French.
" Difficult Modern French " is a little
book of exracts from famous modern
authors, selected and edited, with notes,
by Alhert Leune. Among the twenty
authors represented are Stendhal, Victor Hugo, Balzac, I)e Bauville, Bourget.
A brief note on each author and his
works is also given.
(Ginn & Co.,
Boston.)
The Roman Pronunciation of Latin.

"The Roman Pronunciation of Latin," by Frances E. Lord, Professor at
Wellesley, gives in about sixty pages
" The Why and the How " of this muchdiscussed subject. An interesting discussion of the " Why," with quotations
from Latin authors and English authorities, is followed by a very plain presentation of the "How." It will be of
great use to all Latin teachers. (Ginn
& Co., Boston.)

(3Iii?i?iri3s,
I took her to the promenade,
And spent my last lean hill.
I have not ridden since that night;
I'm promenading still.
—Ex

UN KECUKIL.

A pair in a hammock
Attempted to kiss,
And in less than a jiffy
—Ex.
There was a man in our town
And this man's name was Ben,
He once picked up a red-hot iron
And laid it down again.
— Ex.
He who courts and goes away
May live to court another day;
But he who weds and courts girls still
May get to court against his will.
—Tiltonlan.

First Footpad—"Say, Cully, here
comes de cop, an' no chance to run ! "
Second Footpad —" Hoi' on, I'll fix
him. Rip slash ! hog wash ! by gosh !
ding dat! raw hoo row!"
Policeman, passing on—"Them's about the
toughest students I ever see."
—Nashville Student.
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6 BEAUTIFUL MODELS

VlcToP BlQCES
HANDSOME
CATALOG
FREE
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VICTOR
PAD CALENDAR
lO^mSTAAJRg.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.
Makers of Victor Bicycles and Athletic Goods.
Boston.
New York.
Chicago.
Detroit.
Denver.
luii-ic

San Francisco,

COAST:

l.os Anitcles.

OSWALD |
ARMSTRONG

Portland.
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THIS IS NO THKOKY, but practical knowledge, which will benefit every student. We always
carry in stock the Largest Line and the Choicest
Novelties in

Dress Goods, Siltcs
)

For

Dresses and Fancy Waists, Hosiery, Laces, Underwear, Dress Trimmings
Ribbons, Hamburg's, Blankets, Veilings, Table Linens, Napkins,
Fans, Towels, Novelties in Neckwear, etc.
Is always'supplied with big
values at popular prices in Kid and Fabric
Gloves, busidc.skeepingallthe popular lengths,
styles, and colorings in the best makes. Sole
Agents for the I'. CENTKMKI
DBIH GLOVE, and

Our Cloak and Suit Department

Our Glove Department

Which by the way Is to be increased in size,
always has the Latest Designs and Novelties
of the Season

BUTTERICK'S
Q nrp 111

linTIPC

arcuiAL nunuc.

0ul estau 8 mlt nt ia
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PATTERNS.

headquarters for everything that pertains to the

GRADUATION OUTFIT AND COMMENCEMENT GOWN.

If each student who reads this, whether they belong to Hates or any other college, will send their name
and address to us they will receive some valuable information. BBAB THIS IN MIND.

-aae-

OSWALD

& ARMSTRONG.
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BLUE STORE,

Young Men's Nobby Clothing a Specialty.
We Carry the Largest Stock.
We Name the Lowest Prices.

BLUE STORE,

- - -

Lewiston's Only One-Price Clothiers.
W. A. ROBINSON & CO.,

LOWERS

DRUGGISTS,

For all occasions at

> GREENHOUSES,

-^■CTB-U-ISKr, ME.

C~7 A Main Street,
LEWISTON.

Our Specialty, Physicians' Prescriptions. A Large
Stock of TRUSSES. Prices Low and Satisfaction Guaranteed.

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

J. H. STETSON & CO.,

SAMUEL HIBBERT'S

DEALERS IN

STOVES AND FURNACES,

Kitchen Furnishing Goods,

Tin, Iron, Copper, Wooden and Granite Iron Ware.
Tin Roofing and Slating.
65 Lisbon Street, - LEWISTON, ME.

S. L. YOUNG,

BOOTS, SHOES, AND RUBBERS,
Opposite Elm House,

^9BW

TMBHR ^HHk

^9A ^Rt> w

TBPW

«RHHB

«IB'

^|P ^Miv

TMMB

Meals at All Hours.
195 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON, ME.

HIE BENEFIT

Court Street, AUBURN, ME.

UK Main

We Serve Ice-Cream, Sherbets, ^ Fresh Cake,
Lemonade, Fancy Crackers, ^£wl<£M»,
Coffee, Salted Peanuts, salted Almonds
Olives, Pickles, Oysters, and Salads.

J. M. STEVENS,
Fruit and Confectionery,

OF

AUBURN, MAINE.

«1 Court St., AUBURN, ME.
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Hotel Atwood, In
|Dj
Lower Main Street,

I \^

: Ln

LEWISTON, ME. |SJ

Iffi

THE LARGEST AND BEST NATURAL
PREMIUM COMPANY IN MAINE.
RESERVE FUND on Deposit with the
State Treasurer for the Benefit and
Protection of Members,

; MOST CENTRALLY LOCATED HOTEL IN THE CITY. : ffi
:
:ffi

$100,000.00.

i GEORGE H. RICKER, Proprietor. :«

Address Secretary for Circulars and Information-

a!
ffi ;

\m

ru :

• n-l

Electric Lights, Electric Hells, Steam Heated. : m
K: Cuisine ami Service First-Class. Rates, $2 a day. : QJ

QEO. C. WING, President.

M. F. RICKEB, Manager.

N. W. HABBIS, Secretary and Treasurer.
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HOLDER

Clay Worsted Suits from $26.00 to
$35.00. Trousers from
$5.00 to $10.00.

C*3

SPECIAL PRICES MADE TO STUDENTS.

FROST,

170 Lisbon St., LEWISTON.

MRS. C. A. NEAL'S
Lewiston 5-Cent Store BOOK-BINDERY,
DOYLE BROS.'

JOURNAL BLOCK,
32-38 Lisbon St., LEWISTON.

LEWISTON, .... MAINE.

BASEBALLS,

CROCKERY, GLASSWARE, TINWARE,
Toys, Notions, etc., Wholesale and Retail.

>

■I. DOYLE.

V. M. DOYLE.

Magazines, Music, etc.. Bound in a Neat
and Durable Manner.
Ruling and Blank Book Work of Every Description
Done to Order.

AWork
of Art.

ATTWOOD « BARROWS,
Headquarters for

QmSM1 fmmWv Goods,
Boots, Shoes, and Rubbers,
HATS,

CAPS,

AND

UMBRELLAS,

Under Auburn Hall,

AUBURN,

.

.

.

MAINE.

\

PATENTS

Promptly secured. Trade-Marks, Copyrights
and Labels registered. Twenty-flve years experience. We report whether patent can be
secured or not, free of charge. Our fee not due
until patent is allowed. 32 page Book Free.
H. B. WILLSON & CO.. AUoUl'2L&t^kZ•
Opp. U. Bi Put. Office. WASHINGTON, O. C.

BATES COLLEGE BAND.
Music furnished for parties of
all kinds.
L. SAMPSON,
Asst. Director.

ARTHUR

M. DUTTOX,
Director.

WARKKN

designers.
book is the

A bicycle catalogue
can be more than a
mere price-list of
the maker's (roods.
It can be beautiful
with the best work
of noted artists and
Rich in information besides. Such a

Columbia Bicycle
Catalogue
•which tells of New Model Columbias, their points
of excellence, and their equipment. The book is
free at any Columbia ajrency, or is mailed for two
2-cent stamps. You who propose to ride cannot
do without it, for it tells of the best bicycles —
HARTFORBS,
WIZARDS,
COLUMBIAS,
$80.
$60 $50.
$100.
The Columbia Desk Calendar will make work at your desk
easier and pleaeanter. By mail tor ten cents in stamps.

POPE MFG. CO.
General Offices and Factories,
HARTFORD, C0NH.
BRANCHES :

BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
PROVIDENCE. BUFFALO.

#%^%<VMWi<V^^MV>W
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BATES COLLEGE.
FACULTY OF INSTRUCTION AND GOVERNMENT.
JOHN II. HANI), A.M.,

GEORGE C. CHASE, A.M.,

Professor of Mathematics.

President.

REV. JOHN FDLLONTON, D.D.,

REV.

ALFRED W. ANTHONY, A.M.,
Fullonton Professor of New Testament Greek.

Prof, of Ecclesiastical History and Pastoral Theology.

JONATHAN Y. STANTON, A.M.,

LYMAN G. JORDAN, A.M.,
Professor of Chemistry.

Professor of Greek and Latin Languages.

WILLIAM H. HARTSHORN, A.M.,
HKV.

Professor of Rhetoric.

BENJAMIN F. HAYES, D.D.,
Professor of Apologetics and Pastoral Theology.

THOMAS L. ANGELL, A.M.,
Professor of Modern Languages.

FRANK E. MILLIS,

Professor of Physics.

HERBERT R. PURINTON,
Instructor in Hebrew and Church History.

HKV.

JAMES ALBERT HOWE, D.D.,
Professor of Systematic Theology and lloniiietic-.

PORTER H. DALE,

Instructor in Elocution.

OLASSIGA L DEPARTMENT.
TERMS OK ADMISSION.
Candidates for admission Urthe Freshman Class are examined as follows-.—
LATIN: In nine hooks of Virgil's .TCnoid; the Catiline of Ballast; six orations of Cicero; thirty exercises in Jones's
Latin Composition; Latin Grammar (darkness or Allen & Greenoiigh). (iKEEK : In three hooks of Xenophon's Anabasis;
(wn books of Homer's Iliad; twenty exercises in Jones's Greek Compositionj Goodwin's or Dudley's Greek Grammar.
.MATHEMATICS: In Arithmetic, in Went worth's Elements of Algebra, and Plane Geometry or Equivalents. ENGLISH :
In Ancient Geography, Ancient History, English Composition, and one of the following English Classics: Shakesnearc's
King John and Twelfth Night ; W< rdsworth's Excursion (first book); Irving's Ilracebridge Hall; Hawthorne's Twice Told
Tales (second volume).
All candidates fbradvanccd standing will lie examined in the preparatory studies, and also in those previously pursued
by the class they propose to enter, or in other studies equivalent to them.
Certificates of regular dismission will be required from those who have been members of other colleges.
The regular examinations for admission to College take place on the second Saturday before Commencement, on Wednesday preceding Commencement, and on Saturday preceding the first day of the Fall Term.
The examinations fcr admission to College will be both written and oral.
Hereafter no special students will lie admitted to any of the College classes.

EXPENSES.
The annual expenses for board, tuition, room rent, anil incidentals are $180. Pecuniary assistance, from the income of
thirty-seven scholarships and various other benefactions, is rendered to those who are unable to meet their expenses
otherwise.
Students contemplating the Christian ministry receive assistance every year of the course.

THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
This is a department in the College, established by vote of the corporation July 21,1870. It occupies Nichols Hall, situated about a quarter Of a mile from the College buildings, and is in charge of a Special Faculty appointed by the College
corporation.
Candidates for admission are required to furnish testimonials of good standing in some Christian church, and m give
evidence of their duty to prepare for the gospel ministry, certified by the church of which they are members respectively, or
by some ordained minister.
Those who are not graduates from College, previous to entering upon the regular course of study, must be prepared for
examination in the common English branches, Natural Philosophy, Physiology, Chemistry, Geology, Astronomy, Algebra,
and in the Latin and Greek languages.
Tuition, room rent, and use of libraries free.
COMMENCEMENT, Thursday
JUNB 27,1895.
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A. G. FASSETT,

Photographer and Portrait Artist,
Lisbon St., LEWISTON, ME.
My Apparatus, Accessories anil Light are the Best
In the City.

First-Class Work Guaranteed
Portraits in Crayon, India Ink, I'astel, Water
Colors, and Bromide Enlargements.

NEW

I am constantly improving my stock of

an

-z-oxeic STOEE.
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Of all kinds

B. PECK DRY GOODS CO.,
Importers, Jobbers, and Dealers in

Dry

and Fancy Goods,
Garments, Millinery, etc.,
Sands Block, 126-128 Lisbon St., LEWISTON.

FOR LADIES AND GENTS.
Call and Examine for Yourselves.

C. 0. WORRELL,
Corner Main and Lisbon Streets, LEWISTON.
SIGN BIG BLACK BOOT.

kewiston Monumental Works,
Wholesale Dealers ami Workers of

"D C PINGREE & CO.,

Granite, Marble,

136 Main St., LEWISTON,

AND ALL KINDS OF FBKESTONE,

LUMBER YARD-PLANING MILL

2 to 10 Bates St., Near Up. M. C. K. R. Depot,

LEWISTON, ME.
Estimates furnished on application.

j. P. MURPHY, Manager.
Telephone No. 284.

And all kinds of

WOOD WORKING.
INDIAN CLUBS TURNED TO ORDER.

CALL ON ■

-»

A. L. GRANT
FOR
Safest,
Simplest,
Strongest, |
Solid
Top
Receiver.

Lightest,

riARLlN Easiest
Working,
REPEATING Most
Accurate,
•?IFLE» Compact,

Most Modern and progressive
For catalogue or Information write to

THE MARLIN FIRE ARMS CO.,
New Haven, Conn.

ICE-CBEAM, EBUIT, AND SODA.

Hot Chocolate and Coffee.
ALTON L. GRANT,

Cwfeettoaet mi C&tettt,
160 Lisbon St., LEWISTON.
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RICHARDS «fc MERRILL,

Merchant Tailors, ..,-,'-„, Ready-Made Clothing, Furnishing Goods, etc.
We have always on hand a very large and choice selection of Foreign anil Domestic Woolens, in latest styles and novelties, which we make to order, and'guarantee in Fit, Trimmings, and Workmanship, equal to any that can be had in Maine.
C A full line of Fine Custom Ready-Made Suits and Overcoats always on hand. Our Motto: Quick Sales at Small Profits.
No. 1 Lyceum Hall Building, Lewiston, Maine.

BATES STREET SHIRT CO.S

CHAS. A. BRIDGE,

LAUNDRY,

Successor to Bridge & Smith,
No. 4 Court St.,

COLLEGE BLOCK.
Having recently refitted our Laundry with the
latest improved machinery, we take pleasure in
announcing that we are fully prepared to do all
kinds of Laundry Work at Short Notice and in the
best manner.
Bed and Table Linen at Le'as Cost Than Can
Be Done at Home. Lace Curtains
a Specialty.
A postal card will bring our team to your door.

Bifie*J©b * Printiity
College and Society Work.
Gazette Building,

AUBURN, MAINE.

RICHARDSON, FARR & CO.,

CHANDLER & WINSHIP,

Books, Stationery, etc.,
100 Lisbon St., Lewiston.

Manufacturers of Harness,
AND DKA1.KKS !N

BOOTS, SHOES, AND RUBBERS.
Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
Special Rates to students.
:{0 Bates St., and 187 Main St., LKWISTON.

' Y. S
Fine Tailoring;.
We shall show this season all the Novelties for Spring and Summer Suitings, Overcoatings, and Trouserings, which we are prepared to make up in first-class order, and at REASONABLE PBI0B8 for good work.

Dealers in Ready-Made Clothing and Gents' Furnishing Goods,
23"Lisbon Street, LEWISTON, MAINE.

if jm tout ths Be*t GMtetfoestT. m ihs O
CALL

ON

S. A. CUM MINGS, The Confectioner,
And you will get it.
Store and

Prices 10c, 15c, 20c, 30c, 40c, and 50c. Also, COLD AND HOT SODA with
Pure Fruit Syrups.
Manufactory, 223 Main Street,
LEWISTON, ME.
S. -A.. CUMMINGrS.

IOSEPH ni LLOTT'S
* STEEL** PENS. I
THE FAVORITE NUMBERS, 303,404,332,351,170,
AND HIS OTHER STYLES
^^

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

LATIN SCHOOL.
■

This Institution is located in the city of Lewiston, Maine. The special object of
the school is to prepare students for the Freshman Class of Hates College, though
students who do not contemplate a College course are admitted to any of the classes
which they have the qualifications to enter. The School is situated near the College and Theological School, and thus affords important advantages of association
with students of more advanced standing and scholarship.
The Course of Study comprises three years and as many classes; that is, the first
year, or third class; the second year, or second class; the third year, or first class. The
classes are so arranged that students can enter the school at any time (lining the year.
BOARD OF INSTRUCTION.

■

IVORY F. FRISBEE, PH.D.,
B. L. PETTIGREW
W. S. C. RUSSELL
E. G. CAMPBELL
EVERETT SKILLINGS
HERMAN NELSON KNOX
R. I). FAIEPIKLI)

PRINCIPAI

For further particulars send for Catalogue.

LYNDON INSTITUTE,

Latin and Greek.
Ancient History and Geography.
Rhetoric and Elocution.
Latin.
Mathematics and Latin.
Mathematics.
Mathematics.
j p FRIgBEE Principal.

* * MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE,
PITTSFIELD, ME.

LYNDON CENTRE, VT.

<».

WALTER EUGENE UANGEK, A.M.,

II.

DRAKE, A.M.,
PlIINCIPAL.

PRINCIPAL.

LEBANON ACADEMY, *

* GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY,
WATERBURY CENTRE, VT.

BLIHU HAYES,

CHAS. H. RICIIAUDSON, A.B.,

SECRETARY TRUSTEE8.

PRINCIPAL.

flew Hampton Literary Institution, JUSTIN ACADEMY,
NEW HAMPTON, N. H.
REV.

A. B. MESERVEY, A.M.,

PH.D.,
PRINCIPAL.

* *

STRAFFORD RIDGE, N. H.
A. E. THOMAS, A.M.,
PRINCIPAL.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

w FisK Teasers'

ipoies

Fiagg & piummer,

EVEEETT 0. FISK & CO., Proprietors.

Successors to CURTIS & BOSS,

PRESIDENT.
O. FISK, 4 Ashburton Place, . . Boston, Mass.
MANAGERS.
W. Bt HKRKICK, . . 4 Aslihurtnn 1'lace, Boston, Muss.
L. II. ANDREWS, .
4 A-lilmrton Place, Boston, Mass.
A. 11. FISIIKK, . . . 371 Main Street, Hartford. Conn.
MARTHA IIOAO,
. . 4 Ashburton I'lace, Boston, Mass.
H. E. CKOCKKK, . . 70 Fifth Avenue, New York.N. Y.
W.O.PRATT,
. . 70 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
B. F. CLARK,
... 106 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.
I. C. HICKS, . Room 3, 131 Third Street, Portland, Ore.
C. C. BOY.VTON, . 120^ So Spring St., Los Angeles, Cal.
VV. O. MCTAOGART,
32 Church Street, Toronto, Can.

\wm PHOTOGRAPHERS

EVKRKTT

We Make a Specialty of Class Pictures,

Lumber, Coal>*Wood,

And call your attention to the
quality of work sent out from our
Studio in the past, and it will be
our endeavor to keep it to their
standard of excellence, and to please
our customers in every particular.

Foot of Cross Canal, Lewiston.

We Guarantee

JORDAN-FROST LUMBER CO.,

COAL OFFICES

SATISFACTION

at 181 Lisbon Street and at Yard.

TO

O. A. NORTON,

Thanking our friends for the patronage given us in the past, it shall
he our aim to merit the same in
the future

Coal and Wood,
LEWI8TON, MAINE.
OFFICES, S2 ASH ST l c !•: EST.
Yard on Line of M.c. it. i{. between Holland and
Kltn .Streets. Telephone No. 167-8.

We shall he pleased to receive
correspondence from any school or
college in regard to prices, etc., for
class pictures

LADIES AND GENTS, TAKE NOTICE.
FASHIONABLE

flair Dressing RQQJUS,

-A.X,XJ.

FLAGG & PLUMMER,
Over Banner Clothing House,
LEWISTON,

PHENIX, 33 Ash Street.

ME.

WAKEFIELD BROS.,
DEALERS IN

Drugs, Medicines, ^Chemicals,
Fancy and Toilet Articles, Sponges, Brushes, Perfumery, etc.
Physicians' Prescriptions Carefully Compounded, 114 Lisbon Street,
and orders answered with care and dispatch.
LEWISTON.

O,

ID-

§
^

aisEMOOTT,
DEALER IN

Stoves, Furnaces, Tin, Copper, and Nickel Ware, Iron and Lead Pipe.
Gas and Water Piping, Plumbing, Sheet Iron and Metal Working. Also Jobs promptly attended
to by First-Class Workmen and Work Guaranteed.
224 Hivdlain. Street,
LET77"ISTO!T, Ib/SIE.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

• CHARLES A. ABBOTT, •
Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Fine Toilet Soaps, Brushes, Combs, 4c.
Corner Lisbon and Main Streets,
Lewiston, Maine.
Perfumery and Fancy Toilet Articles In great variety. Physicians' Prescriptions accurately compounded■

LEWISTON STEAM DYE HOUSE,
141 Main

Street, LEWISTON.

Dyeing anil Cleansing in all Its branches. Lace Curtains Cleansed and Finished to look like new.
Naphtha or Dry Cleansing a Specialty.

JOSEPH LEBLANC, Proprietor.
THE LARGEST STOCK OF CHOICE

DENTIST.

Percy J\". HoWe, D.D.S.,
Osgood Block, LEWISTON.
OFFICE HOURS: 8 to 12 A.M., 1 to <> r.»i., and
evenings.

Flour, Groceries, Provisions, etc.,
In the City, can be found with

NEALEY & MILLER,
Con Main and Bates Streets, LEWISTON.
drBottom Prices always guaranteed.

Go to E. M. HEATH'S Music Store MAIN STREET LAUNDRY
For Everything in the .Music Line
Largest Stock in the State to Select From.
•Special Discount to Colleges and Schools.
Hicyclc Headquarters.
192 Lisbon Street, - LEWISTON, ME.

Ill Main St., Lewiston, Me.
This Laundry is opposite Hotel Atwood. All work
done by hand at shortest possible notice. Satisfaction (i uaranteed. Goods called for
and delivered.
MRS. J. H. LANDERS, Prop'r.

F°

E. H. GERRISH,

R NICE PURE CANDIES

♦;©;-

-»;-

00 TO

AF>OTHECARY.

A. E. HARLOW'S,

145 Lisbon St., cor. Ash, LEWISTON, ME.

Where a large stock and variety is always on hand.

Prescriptions promptly and accurately prepared.
Full line of Chemicals, Drugs, Perfumes, Toilet
Articles, &c, at Reasonable Prices.

A. E. HARLOW, 58 Lisbon St.

NEW STYLES.

FRANK KILGORE,

MURPHY,

First-Class Carriages

THE

FUKNISI1E1) FOR

HATTER

WEDDINGS AND PLEASURE PARTIES
At any time. All new, neat, and first-class, with
careful and gentlemanly drivers.
HEARSE AND HACKS FOR FUNERALS AT SHORT NOTICE.
HACK OFFICES: Uerrlsh's Drug Store; Residence, 107 College Street.
CONNECTED BY TELEPHONE.

AND

FURRIER.
SIGN, GOLD HAT,

LEWISTON,

-

-

-

MAINE.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Scientific
Suspenders

lono I Wfiitney, •
w

tReotstereo

••JJpothecarg,
28 LISBON STREET,

©

LEWISTON".

Physicians' Prescriptions Accurately
Compounded.

Healthful, Comfortable, Durable.
No strain on buttons or waistband!
No baggy pants! They arc never polled up from
the shoe.
No straps in view when worn with full dress or
negligee.
Perfect ease to every part of the body, because
they give with every motion, the pulleys working
on cables that are preserved from wear. Last for
years.
Worn by the best-dressed men in America.
On Bale by all first-class dealers or sent by mail
on receipt of price, 50c., 75c., (1.00, (1.60, and 92.00,
post-paid. State height and weight.

SCIENTIFIC SUSPENDER CO. (LIE),

1862.
1895.

\

Electric

PRINTER

Book
|0>

New
York
Life
Insurance
Company,

AND

Job

21 LISBON STREET,

•••

LEWISTON.

FINE COLLEGE

0. G. BOOTHBY,
Agent,

AND

SOCIETY PRINTING

LEWISTON, ME.

A SPECIALTY.

PREBLE HOUSE,

Portland, Me.
J. 0. WHITE, Prop'r.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

NEW ENGLAND

BUREAU OF EDUCATION,
3 Somerset Street (Room 5),
Is perhaps a queer subject to keep before
a student, but brains have to be recuperated from hard study, and no better way
can be found than a trip over the . . .

JVIAINE CENTRAL
RAILROAD
To the Woods or Coast of Maine, or the
White Mountain- of New Hampshire.

v

If you do not know where to go ask any
Maine Central Agent and lie will give you
all the information that

IS
MERRILL & WEBBER,

ook^yjob printers
88 Main Street, AUBURN,
Opposite Mechanics Savings Bank Building.

BUV

-STOUR

Books, Stationery, and Periodicals
AT

.

ytfMTs

miCAVtAI6,inAUtMARKs»
V COPYRIGHTS.^"

CAN I OBTAIN A PATENT? For a
«rompt answer and an honest opinion, write to
IU NN tfc CO.. who have had nearly fifty years'
experience in the patent business. Communications strictly confidential. A Handbook of Information concerning Pntents and how to obtain them sent free. Also a catalogue Of mechanical and scientific honks sent free.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice in the Scientific American, and
thus are brought widely before the public without cost to the inventor. This splendid paper,
issued weekly, elegantly illustrated, has by far the
largest circulation of any scientific work in tho
world. S.'J a year. Snmnle copies sent free.
Building Edition, monthly. *2.o0 a year. Single
copies, SM cents. Every number contains beautiful plates, in colors, and photographs of new
houses, with plans, enabling builders to show the
latest designs and secure contracts. Address
MUNN & CO., NEW YOKE, 361 BROADWAY.

WHITE & LEAVITT,
No. 1 Lyceum Block, Lisbon Street,

FERNALD'S BOOKSTORE,
29 LISBON STREET,

This Bureau is the oldest in New England, and
lias gained a national reputation. We receive calls
for teachers of every grade, and from every State
and Territory and from abroad. During the administration of its present Manager, he has secured to
its members, in salaries, an aggregate of $1,500,000,
yet calls for teachers have never been so numerous
as during the current year
Ten teachers have been elected from this Bureau,
the current year, in one New England city, viz.:
Grammar (male), $2000; Grammar (male), $2000;
Grammar (male), $2000; three Manual Training
(males), $3000; Sciences (male),$IC>o0; Elocution anil
Physical Culture (female), $(!00; Primary (female),
$000; Kindergarten Critic (female), $750; Domestic
Sciences (female), $1100.
Aggregate Salaries,
$11,866.
Teachers seeking positions or promotion should
register at once. No charge to school officers for
services rendered. Forms and circulars free.
Address or call upon

HIRAM 0RCUTT, Manager.

PAYSON TUCK Kit,
V. B. BOOTH BY,
Vtoe-Pwrt. and Gen. Man.
(Jen. PUB, Agt., Portland. Me.

•

BOSTON, MASS.

.

.

LEWISTON, ME.

LEWISTON, ME.
K. H. WHITE, D.D.S.

P. h. LEAVITT, D.D.S.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

WISE
MOVE

!

J

In no more certain manner can
you make your fortune positive from the start than hy the
maintenance of a 20-year ENDOWMENT INSUKANCEPOLICY.

Clear, explicit, liberal policies.

UNION
MUTUAL
LIFE
INSURANCE
COMPANY.

Insure with a
MAINE COMPANY,
MANAGED BY

MAINE MEN.
INCORPORATED 1848.

Portland, Me.

Rl P A-N-S !
ONE GIVES RELIEF.

J

B. LITCHFIELD & CO.,

CUT FLOWERS^ FLORAL DESIGNS

DKAJ.KKS IN

AT

GREENHOUSES,
Groceries and Provisions, QUHMnCRQ'
uflUnULnu 574 «•*» street249 Main Street, Lewiston.

I.I:\VISTON.

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

IMPORTANT!

i/» i\e\ ( Size of Camera s'jx s>4x6Mi in.
$ IU.UU -, size 0f picture 4 x 5 in.

If you want good

TEA, COFFEE,
FLOUR,
Or anything else usually
kept in a first-class Grocery Store, or if you intend
to visit any part of the
worlil(especiall.v Kuro|ie),
j or are sending for friends,
or sending money to
friends, be sure and call on
JOHN GARNER.
Grocer and Provision
Dealer, Passenger and
Exchange Agent,
Park Street. 213,

-

XjETXTISTOiT-

AMES & MERRILL,
DEALERS IN

Fine Teas, Coffees, and Spices,
All kinds of Fruits, Meat, (iaine, and Poultry,
Flour and Molasses.
187 Main Street,

LEWISTON,

ME.

ANDREWS &. MELCHER,
Manufacturers of and Retailers in
FINE GRADES OF

The . .

Folding

KODET
Junior. .
•
A practical camera with which the merest novice
can readily learn to make the best photographs.
An illustrated instruction book, free with every
instrument explains each step clearly.
The Folding Kodet Jr. is a fully equipped camera
for hand or tripod work. Note some of its points:
Adapted to roll film and glass plates;
Reversible finder with focusing plate;
Ground glass for fine focusing;
Improved shutter for time and instantaneous
exposures;
Tripod Sockets for vertical or horizontal views;
Self contained when closed, handsomely finished
and covered with leather.
Price, with double plate holder,
Developing and Printing outfit,
Roll Holder for film (not loaded),

STIFF, FLEXIBLE, AND SILK HATS.
Hats Made to Order Without Extra Cost.
72 Lisbon St., LEWISTON, ME.

•

$10.00
1.50
10.00

EASTT1AN KODAK CO.
* Sen d/or S
atalogue. \
S Cat*

Rochester, N. Y.

•

BUSINESS DIRECTOHY.

PRiiyriijG 4" *
OF ALL KINDS

Executed with Neatness and Dispatch, in the
Highest Style of the Art,

At the Office of the

COTRELL & LEONARD,
MAKKKH

liewistonJouHial.

OF

CAPS^
GOWNS

TO Tin:
AMKUICAN
UNIVKRSITIKS.

ALBANY, N. Y.
Illustrated Treatise, Samples, etc.! apon application.

-VAXWVsW-

851. Electric Motor.
WK MAKK A SPECIALTY OK

First-Class Book!College Printing

A miniature electric motor, comSlete with battery and chemicals
or renewing the same. Magnets,
Armature and Brush scientifically
perfect. Makes 1,500 revolutions
per minute, driving any small
mechanical device at uniform
speed.

_^__^_

$ I. Camera and Photograph Outfit Complete.

Takes any class of picture. Size of picture two
and a half inches square.

SUCH AS

91. Practical Telephone
And 200 ft. of wire, extra wire 35 cte. per spool of
100 ft. Warranted to work a distance of 1,000 ft

Programmes, Catalogues, Addresses,
Sermons, Town Reports, Etc.

$ I. Perfect Typewriting Machine.
250,000 sold last year. Will write 15 to 25 words
a minute.
Any one of these four machines complete and with
full instructions for working. Price by mail, $1.15; by
express, $1. Waren Mfg. Co., 10 E. 14th St., New York.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

4teCfeS^;
295 Congress $t.

/\d,r)u-fo.c\urcrs of

Half-Tone
Guts.
reproductions of
(illege^Ketebes,

1

Illustrations jo i"*

IIIegeJoufoaUaSd60ok3

Reproductions of Pei)fti)d]nk ?
1} ■ diawio|s,^A^09.<Script,Auto^rApb(ettefS.oS

le^iglle^eBuildin&s,
copies of Arcnitectural.&eieotyicS-'
■ / • • ai)d otfyer Drawing.

^./t;*

(plds§ Pictures
Jortr&iteojtbe faculty
printed, to bind i"o (gHe&e B°o1ty;iJourpa'l&.

(all (ard$-Meou (Srcta-DaoeeOrdera'-Artistic pro^ran)n)es.^ ,
, %
Invitations^
// /Kv/M^fX
6ire§pondeoee|)olieited-

jMl^Jf^i^VZ^'

f

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

> )= BOSTON AND CHICAGO -S^OII FEE REGISTERS IN BOTH OFFICES.

SEND FOR AGENCY MANUAL.

no Tremont Street, BOSTON.
211 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO.

DR. EMERY BAILEY,
DENTIST,
No. 20 LISBON ST.,

- LEWISTON.

Oas administered to extract Teeth.

FESSENDEN I. DAY
Hathaway, Soulc & Harrington's

••

GENTS' FINE SHOES

Trimby & Brewster's

••

LADIES' FINE SHOES.

ISAAC GODDARD,

a

Dentist,—*
3 1-2 Phoenix Block, Auburn.

RAYMOND & GUPTILL,
Wholesale and Retail

STRTIONERS.
WEDDING CARDS,
PROGRAMMES, ETC.

57 Lisbon Street,

LEWISTON, ME.

WALKER BROTHERS,

F. S. WAKEFIELD,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

AGENT FOR WRIGHT I DITSON'S

Oysters, Clams, and Lobsters BASE-BALL, FOOT-BALL, TENNIS,
Goods Delivered Without Extra Charge.
55 Bates St., Near Main St., Lewiston, Me.

And GENERAL ATHLETIC GOODS. Call and
See the Sears Special Racquet.
ROOM 23, P. H., BATES COLLEGE.

BANNER CLOTHING HOUSE,
THE LARGEST AND LEADING CLOTHING HOUSE OF MAINE.
Advanced Styles in High-Grade Goods.

TAILOR-MADE GARMENTS
That Are Unequaled in Fit and General Excellence. Introducers of Novelties and the Best
of Everything Pertaining to Correct Dress. The Latest Ideas and
Standard Shapes in All Grades of

HHRD+HND + SOFT+ HATS.
A Magnificent Array of Rich and Elegant

== FURNISHINGS.
PROMOTERS AND MAINTAINERS OF LOW PRICES.

BANNER CLOTHING HOUSE,

(Successors to BICKNEM. & N'EAL),
BABBITT BROS., The One-Price, Cash, Square-Dealing Twin Clothiers, Owners and Managers,

Nos. 134 to 140 Lisbon St., LEWISTON, ME.

IGH ST. LAUNDRY THERE IS I0THH6
IN LIFE
DAVIS & MERRILL, Prop'rs.

FINE WORK WITH PROMPTNESS.
Teams will be run to and from
the College, collecting Tuesdays and
delivering Fridays.
Bundles may be left at the Bookstore.

That deserves more careful Study llinn house
furnishing—assortment, designs, qualities,
and prices should lie compared-and when
this is done Good Judges quickly admit
that our stock of

FURNITURE,
• •

CARPETS, g

• •

DRAPERIES
is the one to select from.

DAVIS

& MERRILL, BRADFORD, GONANT & CO.,

Auburn, Maine.

We have Wood,
Very good,
Beady for the trade;
Coal as well
Which we Sell.
None hut Standard Orade.

••

On us call
One and all
When in want of fuel.
Please your wife,
All your life
Sweet will he your gruel.

Lisbon1?reet,

J.J.

LEWISTON.

